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PROLOGUE:

Charlie sat up and looked around his dream. His brother, Tom, sitting next to him said, “another 
night, another dream, another person, another friendly smile. Charlie, are you ready for tonight?”
“Yeah, tonight is Christmas night, we get plenty of people on Christmas and the place looks 
amazing. Plus, there are many fun Christmas based stuff to do!” answered Charlie, “I wonder 
how many people we’re gonna get tonight.” 
“Well, we usually have 157-231, on Christmas night we get 374-603, so I’m guessing about 411-
462.”
“Well, I think we will have 529-565.”
“Hey, do you know if I’ve been here before, this place seems familiar?” asked a strange voice.
“LAVADINI! It’s you! Why is your name LAVADINI anyway?” asked Charlie.
“It’s his nickname, remember, everyone has one,” whispered Tom.
“Oh yeah, I’m NICKYNACKQUACK!” shouted Charlie, “and your 
#BUBBIBLYBUBTASTIC!”
“Hey, it’s you guys. I have been here before haven’t I. Hey, where’s 
ILOVECAKEANDSWEETS and MRGAMBILEYGOMBLE?” questioned LAVADINI.
“Oh, them, they might be coming or they might not. You don’t always come here with
your friends,” replied Charlie. LAVADINI scanned the area. He looked down at the ground. “Oh 
don’t be sad, you’ll see them again, sometime,” Tom told LAVADINI, “It’s Christmas night, the 
night of the year. But for some people it’s a nightmare. Mainly because it takes ages till morning. 
Them people don’t think dreams are important and just want it to be morning, and many people 
here think the same.”

Far far away, in the dusty mountains, a great evil was waiting. Mandia was his name, nobody 
knew about him but he knew about them. “Is my secret weapon ready yet?” asked Mandia in a 
dark voice.
“Nearly sir, I mean Mandia, we just need to add a few more tweaks then it will be done,”
replied his servant.
“Good, then we can get out of this dream and destroy the world and take over the solar-system! 
Or destroy it. Then take over the galaxy! Or destroy it. Then take over the universe!” shouted 
Mandia.
“Or destroy it?” guessed the servant.
“NO! That will take too long and there will be nothing left,” corrected Mandia
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CHAPTER ONE: A NEW WORLD

“Huh, where am I?” asked a boy. “One minute I was thinking happily in my mind and now I’m 
here. Why are there so many people here? I must be dreaming and all these people are just fakes. 
Hmm, I’m going to explore.”
“Hello,” said a voice. “Who might you be?”
“Urrr, I don’t think I should tell you what my name is,” replied the boy.
“That doesn’t matter. Welcome to DREAM WORLD My name is #BUBBIBLYBUBTASTIC 
and this is NICKYNACKQUACK but you can call us Charlie and Tom, I’m Tom. What do you 
want your nickname to be?”
“Well, I’ve always liked the name CREEPERCAT and COLECRAFT but I can’t decide which 
one to choose.”
“How about CREEPERCAT,” suggested Tom. 
“Okay, CREEPERCAT it is. But one thing I want to know is what is this place?”
“Well, it’s hard explain. It’s sort of like a dream network thingy where you sometimes randomly 
join,” explained Tom
“Oh, cool, so everyone here is having a dream as well as me?” shouted CREEPERCAT
“Yeah.”
“Awesome!”
“Who is this?” questioned LAVADINI.
“Oh, this is CREEPERCAT. CREEPERCAT LAVADINI. LAVADINI CREEPERCAT,” 
answered Tom.
“Is the sky supposed to be so dark?” said CREEPERCAT.
“No, no it’s not. It’s supposed to be blue,” replied Tom in confusion. They looked at the sky. The 
sky was pitch black. Suddenly they were all blasted away to who knows where…
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CHAPTER 2: MANDIA’S PLAN

“Have they been sent to the my world yet Planda?” asked Mandia.
“Yes, Mandia, they have arrived as well as THE DARK LORD,” answered Planda.
“THE DARK LORD! HE’S HERE! I THOUGHT HE WOULDN’T ARRIVE UNTIL NEXT 
WEEK! Plus, why does his name look and sound so cool. I want my name to be MANDIA!” 
shouted the now called ‘MANDIA’.
“Is there a problem ‘MANDIA’?” said Planda.
“NO THERE IS NOT A PROBLEM! DON’T MAKE FUN OF ME YOU TWIT!” screamed 
‘MANDIA’ in a very terrifying voice.
“S-s-sorry s-s-sir. I-I a-apologize s-s-sir,” mumbled Planda slowly.
“DON’T CALL ME SIR! I AM MANDIA!”
Planda took a deep breath and started talking again. “Well, shouldn’t you use your globe thingy 
to see where they are MANDIA?” 
“Oh, yes, yes. Where is it though?” 
“I dunno, and why can’t I call you sir or LORD MANDIA or my lord like a normal servant?”
“Well because my brother is called sirydia and I hate him, I don’t like my lord anyway but I 
didn’t think about LORD MANDIA so let’s go with that instead.”
“So, LORD MANDIA, before I go looking for the globe thingy can you explain the plan 
again?”
“Ok, we lead them here then take the two boys and use them to get out of the DREAM wOrld. 
After that we use my ultimate power to destroy them, then dance on there remains. Then take 
over the world. I just added the dancing part.”
“LORD MANDIA, I thought this was another world, not the DREAM WORLD.”
“Yes this is another world but DREAM WORLD is a universe remember.”
“Oh yeah, I’m going to look for the globe now.” Planda rushed out of the room to start looking. 
Firstly, he looked in the dining hall. It was nowhere to be seen as he expected. The servant then 
looked in the kitchen, all he could find was a tiny model of the magical globe. The final place 
Planda looked was LORD MANDIA’s bedroom, he looked under the bed and saw the magical 
globe. Planda picked up the globe then raced to LORD MANDIA.
“Finally you found it, you were taking ages,” complained LORD MANDIA.
“Actually half an hour, so, are you going to have a look at where they are?” questioned Planda. 
“Oh yes I almost forgot. How long have they been in my world for?”
“Fifty minutes or so,” answered Planda.
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CHAPTER 3: A LONG JOURNEY

“Where are we?” asked Charlie.
“MANDYA,” whispered Tom.
“MANDYA, we’re in MANDYA. What the, how did we get here?” said Charlie.
“What is MANDYA?” questioned CREEPERCAT.
“MANDYA is another world, ruled by the evil Mandia. He must of sent us here,” said Tom.
“Don’t you mean LORD MANDIA,” said Charlie.
“LORD MANDIA? Oh, LORD MANDIA, wait no, that sign just says MANDYA RULED BY 
MANDIA,” corrected Tom.
“Remember, I have the power to tell the future twice in each world so I can only do one more 
time now,” reminded Charlie.
“How about we go and kill Mandia or the soon called LORD MANDIA,” suggested Tom.
“Don’t you remember how long the walk is to Mandia’s lair?” said Charlie.
“Uh, guys who is that?” asked CREEPERCAT in a nervous voice. Six metres away was a figure 
in a black cloak. “I don’t know,” replied Tom and Charlie.
“RUN!” shouted CREEPERCAT. They started running as fast as they could. The figure turned 
round and started sprinting towards them. The figure shot a fireball at them but it just missed 
them. “Guys, hop on my back!” ordered Tom. They jumped on to Tom’s back and he started 
flying in the air. “YOU CAN FLY!” gasped CREEPERCAT in amazement.
“It’s my power but I can only use it twice in each world as well,” explained Tom.
“How did you get your powers?” said CREEPERCAT.
“We can’t remember, all I remember is making a portal then everything was a blur,” answered 
Tom.
“Can we try it on me? Then it might be easier to kill Mandia,” suggested CREEPERCAT.
“Maybe, it will be risky, we don’t know where the portal leads. You might get sucked in and end 
up in THE DREAM TRAP, a horrible world, you can’t wake up.” Tom dodged another fireball 
and flew on. “I think I see the great woods. Look at those trees, they are gigantic. Lets hide in 
one of them,” said Tom. He flew to the top of one of the trees and landed. “I think this is called a 
mountain tree,” thought Charlie out loud. 
“Ssshhh, be quiet,” shushed Tom.
“You know your idea about getting you powers, the portal might lead to the real world and if you 
get sucked into it you will cease to exist. Maybe some of your family members too,” whispered 
Tom.

Now LORD MANDIA heard this through his globe thingy. “Yes, if they open the portal I can 
leap through it and make sure it does lead to EARTH. Then I will destroy everything and be the 

ruler of REAL WORLD or another name for it ANTI-DREAM-WORLD!” laughed LORD 

MANDIA. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXITING DREAM WORLD

“I think he’s gone,” said Tom.
“How are we going to get down? You have already used up your first flying ability, now you 
only have one left,” complained CREEPERCAT.
“CAT, can I call you CAT? CAT, I think I’m going to have to use my power to get down,” 
replied Tom.
“Oh, okay, and yes you can call me CAT. Won’t take too long to say will it. Now, CAN WE 
GET DOWN NOW PLEASE!? I’m afraid of heights,” pleaded CAT. 
“Okay, okay, hop on my back so we can get down,” ordered Tom. They hopped on his back and 
he flew them down to the ground. They did not talk to each other at all when they got to the 
ground, they just followed Tom to LORD MANDIA’S castle. It took a long while and they 
didn’t talk at all to each other until they arrived at their destination. “Shall we open the portal 
now?” asked CAT.
“Okay, I just need to remember how to open it,” explained Tom.
“You mean you don’t know how to open the portal. All this way for nothing, I want to wake up. 
I bet Mandia doesn’t exist,” shouted CAT.
“But it said so on that sign and signs never lie in DREAM WORLD. If you try to write 
something that’s a lie it will just change to the truth. But nobody knows that because we always 
forget to tell people,” Tom said in a very convincing voice.
“That was very convincing but I still don’t believe in any of this. It’s all stupid, you don’t know 
how to open the portal, I think you never knew how to open the portal. I don’t even think there is 
a portal. I don’t think you even exist, this is all just one dream. Not a local dream that everyone 
is having, no, my dream only. I can do what I want cuz it be my dream,” corrected CAT.
“You know what, I’m leaving, I am out of here!”
“Oh,” Tom and Charlie whispered at the same time, “He’s done for.”

“Okay then, we need to get him back so lets  create the portal again. Here we go,” said Tom. He 
used all his power and part of the portal started to appear. Charlie joined in the process, it got 
bigger and until it was full size. CAT saw this from where he headed off, he sprinted up to them 
and yelled, “The portal is real! I’m going to get powers! Sorry guys about what I said five 
minutes ago.”
“It’s all right,” they told CAT, “Hey, don’t copy what I’m saying!” Tom and Charlie argued for 
quite a long time. In that time, Mandia had arrived. He sneaked behind Cat then leaped into the 
portal. It exploded and they were all knocked back.
“Oh no, that was Mandia, he got through the portal! What are we going to do?!” questioned 
CAT. He look down at Tom and Charlie, they looked DEAD. BANG
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CHAPTER 5: THE FATE OF THE WORLD IS IN YOUR HANDS

“Hello,” smirked an unknown voice.
“Uh, what happened, CAT! CHARLIE! What have you done with them Mandia?” asked Tom.
“Ahh, oh no. Guys Mandia has escaped through the portal! I saw it w-w-with m-my o-o-own 
eyes,” stammered CAT.
“I, am Planda. I help LORD MANDIA with pretty much everything. I’m part servant part 
sidekick. Prepare to die,” Planda whispered slowly to them.
“But this is just a dream, we can’t die,” said CAT.
“CAT, there’s something we fail to tell everyone. If you die here, you die in the real world. 
Mainly because this is just another dimension,” corrected Tom.
“Never fear, LAVADINI is here! Haha, I got that from a TV program,” laughed LAVADINI.
“So, could you say, never ever fear, you is there?” questioned Charlie stupidly.
“I guess so, anyway. Never fear, LAVADINI is hahaha. Let me try again, never fear! 
LAVADINI is here!” LAVADINI finally said. 
“Wait a minute, how did you get here?” asked CAT.
“Well, I was sent here too because I was next to you when you were sent here,” replied 
LAVADINI.
“Oh,” said CAT.
He jumped down and got out his fists ready to fight. Planda reached for a sword. 
“I-i-i-is th-th-th-that a-a r-real s-s-sword?” stammered LAVADINI. 
“Yes. NOW GET READY TA DIE!” shouted Planda at the top of his voice. LAVADINI 
charged at Planda and started punching like mad knocking Planda out in seconds. Then, he 
finished Planda off my stabbing his own sword into Planda’s heart then stuck it up his nose for 
fun. He let Tom, CAT and Charlie down. 
“Hey guys, guess what I found. A note! It’s not that exciting as I think it is but read it, please,” 
pleaded LAVADINI.
“Okay,” replied CAT. This is what the note said: 
Dear Tom and Charlie,
The only way out of dream before seven is to go to the wakey upy get out of here planet. You can try the fun things or press 
the boring big red button. When you do get out of dream world you need to stop one of the dia brothers. Mandia, aka 
LORD MANDIA, is very powerful so beware, be quick or you will die. The rest of the world will do the same if you 
don’t save them. I have woken up everyone else, I took them to the wakey upy get out of here planet. I didn’t have enough 
time to save you guys but you will see me again.

Love from Elly Black.
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CHAPTER 6: TO THE WAKEY UPY GET OUT OF HERE PLANET

“Hmm, I guess it’s off to the Wakey Upy Get Out Of Here Planet then,” said Tom.
“But how are we going to get there, we can’t teleport and we don’t have a spaceship?” asked 
LAVADINI.
“Yes we do,” corrected Charlie, “We can steal Mandia’s ship.” 
“Where’s CAT?” questioned Tom.
“Woo! Spaceship here I come!” shouted CAT. 
The rest of them sighed.

Back on Earth things were going terribly wrong. Mandia was summoning his minions, they were 
the Makeranies. He first arrived in the UK, Norfolk, Aylsham Stuart Road. It was complete 
mayhem, meteors, Makeranies, explosions, thunderstorm, lava and hail. Anyone who stepped out 
of their houses would easily die. The havok was spreading and soon would be all over the world. 
Many planes, tanks and army men were sent there to help. Plus a few fire-fighters. Many people 
were killed but most survived, well, so far.

“So, where is this rocket then?” asked CAT
“How am I supposed to know, I’ve never been here before,” complained Tom.
“Well you have now, where should we look next? Floor 37?” said CAT.
“Urr, we’re taking ages, how many more floors do we have to check?” moaned Charlie.
“59 I think, get over it, it was a stupid idea to have 96 floors in a house, but how do you think 
Planda feels. He has to find everything, it must take a day to find things much smaller,” Tom told 
Charlie.
“Well he’s used to it and he knows this place better. Anyway, I think the rocket is in THIS 
ROOM!” screamed Charlie. He flew down a slide all the way to floor -26.
“Wow, the lowest floor is floor -30. Then there are 126 floors all together, how does this 
building stay up?” explained Tom.
DING DONG DING DONG… DING DONG DING DONG went the elevator when it finally 
arrived.
“Hi guys, I found out which floor the rockets on. The roof,” said Charlie.
“Why didn’t we look there first, it’s the most obvious place to look. Oh, and, did you have a fun 
ride? Going up about 67 floors?” mocked CAT.
“No, we still have to go up another 59 floors, you do know that. Cuz if you don’t you are 100% 
zombie proof. BOOYA!” shouted Charlie. They climbed into the elevator and it ding donged a 
bit more.
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Five minutes later they arrived at the correct floor after pressing the wrong button 38 times. They 
stared at the amazing sight of LORD MANDIA’S beautiful rocketship. All of them raced in and 
sat in the seats.
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CHAPTER 7: ROCKET EPIC FAIL

ROCKET BUTTON INSTRUCTIONS

BUTTON
:

BUTTON 
2:

WHAT 
DOES B1 
DO:

WHAT 
DOES B2 
DO:

HOW TO
DEACTI-
VATE 
B’S

RED B ORANGE 
B

START HIPER 
SPEED

PRESS 
AGAIN

BLUE B TURQUO
ISE B

SHOOT DROP 
BOMB

DOUBLE 
PRESS

GREEN 
B

PURPLE 
B

SPEED 
UP

AUTO -
PILOT

PRESS 
AGAIN

YELLO 
B

BLACK 
B

SLOW 
DOWN

DEACTI
VATE 
ALL B

PRESS
BLACK 
B

“Okay then, we press the red button to start and I guess we go low then just press the black 
button to land. Well, that seems simple,” explained Tom.
“LET’S GO!!! HURRAY!!!” shouted CAT as he pressed red b, green b, purple b and a big multi 
coloured button as well. They zoomed off like lightning and soon arrived in space. 

“Are we nearly there yet?” murmured CAT.
“Let me check the map, no. We have to go through woggy mit wiggy solo-system then we have 
to go through an asteroid f-f-field,” stammered Tom.
“Urgh, just let me drive!” boomed CAT as he pushed Tom off the driver’s seat. He pushed the 
hyper speed button then ten seconds later he pressed it again. 
“There, we’re nearly there thanks to me. I’ll get us out of the asteroid field easily,” bragged 
CAT. So, he flew them into the asteroid field avoiding every single meteor. “BEEP! BEEP! 
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BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! BEEEEEEEEEEEPPP!!!!!!!!” beeped the speaker. “Alert! Alert! Self-
destruct in one minute. Leave from the BOOM DOOR or die. Lock down on all other doors 
activated. 56 seconds remaining. 55, 54, 53, 52, 51, 50, 49, 48, 47…”
“HURRY UP! HURRY UP OR WE’RE GONNA DIE!” screamed Charlie. The space ship 
zoomed through the asteroid field at top speed (not hyper speed) with a red siren, bright as ever.
“37, 36, 35, 34, 33, 32, 31, 30, 29,” the speaker continued. CAT started shooting the meteors to 
get to the Wakey upy get out of here planet quicker.
“15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10.”
CAT, Tom and Charlie started to sweat.
“9.”
“I wonder where Lavadini went…” thought Tom.
“8, 7, 6, 5.”
CAT closed his eyes in fright.
“4, 3, 2.”
The ship landed and they jumped out of the ship in a second. 
“1, 0.” BOOOOMMMM!!!!!!
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CHAPTER 8: TIME TO SAVE THE WORLD

CRACK, CRACK, CRACK. The Wakey upy get out of here planet started to crack. A huge 
ravine started to appear. LORD MANDIA’S space ship remains fell into the ravine.

“What was that?” asked Charlie.
“Probably just LAVADINI arriving. See, he’s over there,” explained Tom.
“That’s not what he’s talking about. I heard it as well, a weird cracking noise,” corrected CAT. 
CRACK, CRACK, CRACK, CRACK, CRACK.
“RUUUUNNNNN!!!!!!” screamed CAT, Charlie and Tom. LAVADINI landed and saw the 
crack getting larger and larger. He jumped out of his ship and ran after CAT, Tom and Charlie. 
They raced to the BIG BORING RED BUTTON as the crack came after them. The button fell 
into the crack.
“NOOOOOO!!!” cried CAT. They turned round to the activities that wake you up. They were 
falling into the crack to.
“Look over there, the slapping machine. We can use that to wake us up,” said Charlie.
So they sprinted to the machine and sat in the chairs.
“Let the slapping begin!” shouted LAVADINI as the machine turned on.
“Wait, guys what are we suppos…” CAT started. SLAP, SLAP, SLAP, SLAP! BAM!

“Tom? Charlie? LAVADINI? Where are you? I hope you’re not at the other side of the earth. 
Otherwise it would be impossible to find you before ‘LORD MANDIA’ takes over the world,” 
complained CAT. He sat up in his bed then jumped out. After that he quickly got dressed and 
washed. He headed outside in his coat to start his search for his Dream World friends.

“Now, I should start looking for CAT and LAVADINI,” Tom said to himself.
“Hello,” whispered Charlie. “Can you be quiet. Our parents are still sleeping. But, look out the 
window, Mandia is causing havoc! Or should I say ‘LORD MANDIA’.”
“Okay, then. Race you to find them!” shouted Tom.
“I will win. I always do,” bragged Charlie.

LAVADINI jumped out of his bed instantly. He whispered to himself, “Time to do what I was 
born to do, save my friends. But first I should probably get dressed first, so I don’t go out in my 
pajamas.” So he rushed to his draws and got out some clothes then put them on. When he was 
ready he headed outside to search for CAT, Charlie and Tom.

“Okay then, first I’ll look around here then head up the road,” CAT said to himself. Suddenly he 
heard some rustling from some nearby bushes. LAVADINI came out of the bushed. “CAT! 
You’re here! Have you seen Charlie and Tom?” asked LAVADINI.
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“No but we’ve seen you,” answered Tom and Charlie.
“Great everyone’s here, but, how are we going to fight LORD MANDIA though?” questioned 
LAVADINI.
“That’s what I was going to say just before we arrived here, Tom and Charlie, did you even plan 
this out?” complained CAT.

CHAPTER 9: THE IRE

“I’m sorry, we were about to die, I didn’t have time to think of something. Well, maybe we got 
more superpowers when the portal exploded,” guessed Tom. “Charlie, lets test to see if we really 
did get powers.” 
Tom and Charlie tried to shoot lasers but instead of laser beams shooting out a portal appeared.
“I’m guessing we don’t have powers. Wait, what is that in the middle of the portal?” asked CAT.
“It looks like some sort of orb. Tom, you grab it, I don’t want to,” said Charlie.
“Okay,” replied Tom. He grabbed the orb and backed up away from the portal.
“What is it?” questioned LAVADINI.
“Ire,” murmured Tom.
“Ire?” said CAT.
“It just came to my mind instantly,” answered the dazed Tom.
“Are you alright?” asked Charlie.
“Instantly,” repeated Tom not listening.
“I don’t think he is,” said CAT.
“Give me the Ire right now before you turn into a zombie,” ordered Charlie as he stole the orb 
from Tom. “This must be what gave us powers.”
“Maybe we could use it to get powers so we can battle Mand.. I mean LORD MANDIA,” 
suggested LAVADINI.
“Yeah, let’s do that, it sounds like it will work,” said CAT.
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“Yeah, let’s do it!” agreed Tom.
“Oh, I don’t think it will work,” whispered a dark and dry voice. LORD MANDIA appeared 
behind them with two guards. “I will kill you all with my blade of pure diamond. It will slice you 
in half in one strike, or stab your tiny brain then your heart. It won’t be pretty, but I don’t care.”
“M-M-M-Mandia… u-uh-oh,” stammered CAT.
“RUUUUNNNNN!!!!!!!!” screamed LAVADINI. They turned around and ran away from 
LORD MANDIA. CAT opened his house door and they ran in for safety. 
“Everyone touch the Ire and get your powers quickly!” shouted Tom. They all touched the orb 
which created a big flash of light. The door of the house began to shake. 
BANG! The door fell down and there was LORD MANDIA and his two guards. He drew out 
his sword and pointed it towards CAT’s neck.
“Which one of you should I kill first?” questioned Mandia. 
“No one, instead eat this!” screamed Tom as he shot a ball of lightning at Mandia. Mandia shot 
out of the house and onto the road. His two guards attacked CAT and stabbed him with a sword 
before he had a chance two block. CAT fell to the ground.
“CAT!!” cried Tom, Charlie and LAVADINI.
They all combined their powers that they got and took out the two guards. Mandia had got to his 
feet and was racing towards them with fire in his hands. He shot a fireball at Tom and another 
one at Charlie. They both avoided the fireballs and shot seven electric balls at Mandia. LORD 
MANDIA blocked the shots and teleported behind them. He grabbed his sword and swung it at 
LAVADINI. LAVADINI turned around but was to late to escape. He fell to the ground, dead, 
just like CAT.
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CHAPTER 10: NOTHING TO LOSE

“You guys aren’t very good at fighting are you?” smirked LORD MANDIA with a huge grin. 
Tom’s hands went bright red. He charged at Mandia and punched him in the face. Mandia fell to 
the ground for the second time. Suddenly, Mandia began to mutter something under his breath, 
“Strength of ages, winds of time, I hereby declare a death of diamond.” Into the house came a 
blast of wind. The house began to rise into the air, higher and higher. The floor fell back to the 
ground but the house continued to fly. Time was running out, places to step were running out. 
They couldn’t survive this until Tom got an idea. 
“Charlie hop on my back. Don’t say anything in reply just trust me,” explained Tom.
“Okay, whatever you say. As long as we will live,” replied Charlie. He jumped on Tom’s back 
just as the floor under his feet disappeared. They rose into the air and flew out of the house. Tom 
hoped that CAT’s family are alive and okay. The two of them flew away from the flying house 
as it began to fall to pieces. Mandia flew after them with three more guards. 
“He’s got backup!” exclaimed Tom.
“Okay, I know what to do, but it’s very risky. We fly towards them and shoot tons of fireballs, 
electric balls and laser beams at them. Oh, and also say in your head over and over again there’s 
nothing to lose,” babbled Charlie. Tom did what Charlie told him to do and flew towards LORD 
MANDIA. They started shooting and Mandia did the same. One guard fell dead, then a second 
and then a third. Mandia was on his own now. 
“No, my guards, I guess I’ll have to do it myself. Curse you,” cursed Mandia. Suddenly, three 
balls of light hit Mandia from below and he fell to the ground. Charlie and Tom shot a ton of 
lightning balls and fireballs at him. They flew to the ground and saw Elly Black, their sister.
“Elly, is that really you?” asked the confused Tom.
“Yeah duh. Who else would it be? Mrs Claus?” joked Elly Black.
“It is you!!” shouted Tom in an excited voice. “It’s been so long, where have you been?”
“It’s a long story. Mostly going on adventures, my next adventure is going to the moon. I’m 
leaving tomorrow,” replied Elly.
“But you can’t leave so soon. We haven’t seen you in ages,” said Charlie.
“Sorry but I have to go,” explained Elly.
“Oh, well that’s just unfair,” moaned Charlie and Tom.
“Well, I should probably get going. Bye Charlie, bye Tom.” Elly turned away and walked away. 
Their sister disappeared into the soft wind. 
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Epilogue:

“Why did she go? What is so important about going to the moon? Why can’t she stay here with 
us?” complained Charlie.
“Going to the moon,” answered Tom.
“Good point,” murmured Charlie. “Hey, what’s that in Mandia’s pocket?”
“It looks like a book,” replied Tom. He picked it up and read it out loud.
“I am not the only threat to this world. I have four brothers. Together, we are the DIA brothers. 
My brothers are Sirydia, Blandia, Dolphidia and Valcindia. Sirydia lives in the north pole. 
Valcindia lives on Rancid Volcano. Dolphidia lives at the bottom of the English Channel. 
Blandia lives on the moon and is most powerful when it’s blood moon. Uh, oh. Elly’s going to 
the moon. She’s gonna get killed by Blandia if we don’t warn her.”
“Isn’t it blood moon tomorrow, we must help,” explained Charlie.
“But how are we supposed to get on a rocket ship to the moon. She’s doomed, there’s nothing we 
can do but warn her. But how are we going to find her. She disappeared into thin air,” moaned 
Tom. Charlie said nothing, he just stared at where Elly had been standing.

TO BE CONTINUED IN “THE BLOOD MOON”
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THE BLURB
Charlie and Tom take a dream
dimension to their advantage

and let people come to
the dangerous dimension.

Can Tom, Charlie and
their two friends stop the 

evil that will stop at
nothing to destroy them

and the world?


